The standard of living denotes the degree of wealth and the comfort of an individual or the community in terms of material things which incorporates factors such as the housing, income growth inequality, safety, environment, civic engagement, employment, education and healthcare among other factors. Therefore, these factors differ among countries since due to different policies, leadership and the drive of the citizens towards the stability of the country in terms of finances and development. Further, there are factors that lead to prevalent differences in countries in terms of standard of living, and this includes the level of corruption, technology, and poor policies in a country. Standard of living present an important issue in the contemporary society and thus it requires an exploration through comparing Mexico vs. America in this paper.

Mexico lies behind in terms of environmental policies, safeguards and the technologies that promotes effective environmental sustainability. This can be substantiated by the environmental clause in NAFTA that were expected to accelerate adoption of stricter environmental policies in Mexico.

The economy of a country reflects the standard of living and therefore focusing on the economy status of the America and Mexico, a clear picture about the standard of living in this countries can be determined. The poverty and unemployment level differs in these countries and therefore it gives a clear picture of the living standard of the citizens. The level of unemployment in Mexico is low as compared to that of America. Mexico unemployment has dropped to 4.1 % as compared to 2015 which was at 4.55%. In the case of America, the unemployment rate as at June 2016 was at 4.9% and thus relying on this data the living standard of Mexico is better as compared to America. Considering the budget surplus of the two countries
economically, Mexico has been ranked 88th with a deficit of -2.7% to that of America which is 157th with a deficit of -6.8%.

Despite the comparison that has been reflected in terms of employment, a surplus of the budget, America has a high living standard as compared to Mexico. The differences that exist on unemployment might be low in Mexico, but the population of the two countries differs greatly. America has a large population as compared to Mexico and thus the percentage that is being reflected in the analysis is insignificant. The inflation and the basic wages of the Mexicans, the living standards can be seen to be lower as compared to that of Americans. The unions in Mexico has not been given the power that is required to continuously pursue the rights of the employees for better salaries as compared to those of Americans (Mora & Dávila, Tucson). Therefore, with low wages it becomes difficult to have and maintain high living standards as compared to Americans where wages are high and thus maintaining a high living standard is easily accomplished.

The healthcare and the education of the two countries differ greatly. America has a better education and the healthcare system as compared to Mexico and thus it enables the Americans to experience the high standard of living. For instance, the healthcare system has been facilitated by an effective insurance system that improves gradually. The Obama care presently enables any American to be in a position to finance their medication.

Technology plays a vital role in the lives of people and a country like America has a developed technology as compared to Mexico. The continuous innovation and access to cheap and quality products revolve around the technology of the country. The people upgrade their lives each and every day where technology is cheap. This is what Americans experience as compared to Mexicans where they struggle to keep at par with America in terms technology (Hoekman & Javorcik, 2006).
America has a high living standard as compared to Mexico, and this can be substantiated by focusing on the differences of the basic needs between the two countries. The technology is in advanced stages in America as compared to Mexico and thus the issue of accessibility and continuous development differs among the citizens. The educations and healthcare systems differ and thus the level of services received in both countries cannot match.
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